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LONG MEADOW SCHOOL 

SCHOOL VISITS AND JOURNEYS GUIDANCE 
 
At Long Meadow School we feel that school visits play a vital part in an exciting, 
stimulating and creative curriculum. As a result, the aim of this guidance is to help those 
who are planning a visit, to ensure continuity in the organisation of visits and therefore 
to minimise potential risks. Responsibility for the visits and journeys is overseen by a 
qualified Educational Visits Coordinator (EVC) supported by the headteacher and the 
Governing Body. 
This information follows the National Guidance contained in the MKC document 
‘Guidance for Off Site Visits and Related Activities with National Guidance and Evolve’ 
Feb 18  
 

The Purpose of School Visits 
At Long Meadow School we believe the aim of a school visit is: 
* to enhance classroom activities 
* to provide 'hands on' opportunities 
* to enable the children to visit and experience a different place 
* to motivate and stimulate new learning 
* to provide knowledge and resources 
* to be enjoyable and promote social skills 
* to broaden experiences. 
 

The Nature of School Visits 

Local Visits (those within walking distance of the school or short MB journeys for 
sports fixtures / visits to local schools)  

Day Visits (those needing a coach or MB other than visit to sports fixtures/other local 
schools) 

Residential Visits 
Currently in Years 3, 4,5 and 6 
 
Children should have at least 5 off-site visits per year, one of which needs to be a 
significant visit on a coach/train. 
 

EVOLVE 
Permission for all Day and Residential visits needs to be sought via Evolve (passwords 
and log ins from the EVC) . 
 
Once submitted to Evolve, the trip is first approved by the EVC, then the HT and then 
the Chair of Governors. 

 

Types of Visit 

Form 10 Visits 

 Local walking visits in the vicinity of the school  

 Hand in on day of visit 

 MB journeys to sports fixtures / local schools 

Teachers should complete the ‘Local Visits Checklist’ (Form 10) and hand this to the 
school office upon departure. Visits to the allotment are excluded from this, with staff 
being aware of the allotment risk assessment. 
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Level One Visits – Use Evolve 

 Not residential – usually day trips 

 Coach or minibus (with minibus, organisers responsible for planning and 

form completion) 

 Not adventurous – see list on Evolve 

 Minimum 14 days notice 

 

Level Two Visits – Use Evolve 

 Residential – need to go to LA for approval 

 Minimum 6 weeks notice 

 

Level Three Visits – Use Evolve 

 Adventurous Activities– See appendix 3 of policy – Need to go to two LA 

departments 

 Minimum 6 weeks notice 

 

Additional Forms Required for Residentials 
 Parental consent forms for Residentials – Available on EVOLVE 

 Form 3B – Residential Checklist for staff prior to visit – in file in office 

 First Aid form – Available on EVOLVE 

 Emergency – Available on EVOLVE 

 Medication Given - Available on EVOLVE 

 

Additional Forms Required for Day Visits 

Form 9 -  Day Visits Pre-Departure Checklist – in file in office 
  

Visit Leader 
One person will be the visit leader, they will have overall responsibility for visit 
arrangements and the children and adults participating in the visit. They will need to 
have been trained by the EVC prior to leading a visit 
 
There is also a designated person remaining at school who is described as the 'home 
contact'.  On day visits this is the office staff, on residentials it is the head/deputy.  It is 
their responsibility to deal with phone calls from the group leader and to set emergency 
procedures into motion should the need arise. 
 

Choosing a Place to Visit 
Teachers will use experience of place they have visited before or follow up 
recommendations made by colleagues at other schools.  
 
When choosing a place to visit certain things need to be taken into account such as 
subjects accessed, age suitability, cost, cost of transport, distance, help needed.  It is 
useful to gather as much information as possible so that you can produce a very clear 
outline of what the visit will include. 
 
It is important that the Visit Leader makes arrangements to assess the place to visit to 
check: suitability, fitness for purpose and risk assessment. 
 
The Visit Leader needs to check with the Headteacher that adequate insurance cover  
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is available for the type of visit planned. 
 

Transport 
When booking a coach we have agreed that it must have seatbelts. Details of coach 
companies previously used and prices may be found in the office. 
 
Refer to Minibus Policy 
Refer to Minibus Risk Assessment 
Refer to coach RA 
 

Informing Parents about a Visit 
A letter needs to be sent to the parents of children participating in a school visit at least 
four weeks before the visit is to take place. (This is to ensure that sufficient funding is 
received for the visit to go ahead – if this is not the case the visit will need to be 
cancelled one week before departure.)  The letter needs to include the following: 
 
* purpose of visit 
* date / time of visit / location 
* cost/charging clause 
* transport details 
* summary programme of the day 
* lunch arrangements 
* any special clothing or equipment needed 
* whether 'pocket money' is allowed 
* whether help is needed and how to volunteer 
* For residential visits a proforma to be signed declaring that the contents of the 

letter has been read and accepted, that permission is given for their child to 
participate in the visit, and that they are medically fit to do so.  They should give 
a name and telephone number of someone who can be contacted for the child 
on the day/s of the visit should an emergency occur.  

 
For residential visits a deadline is set for the return of forms and deposits at which point  
names will be drawn from a hat until all places are filled and a reserve list drawn up. 
 
Parents of children attending the residential visit must attend a pre-visit parents 
meeting in order for the child to be permitted to take part in a residential visit. 
 

Organisation of Groups 
In KS2 the acceptable ratio of adults to children on a school visit is usually 1:15, 1:10 in 
KS1and1:6 for early years. Leaders will need to assess this ratio guidance depending 
on the activity being undertaken. 
 
Children usually will wear their school uniform on day visits unless it is a themed visit 
e.g. Victorian clothing. 
 
An updated list of those attending the visit will need to be left at school and 
arrangements will need to be made for those children not participating. The visit leader 
should keep a master copy of this information with them. 
 

Adult Volunteers 
It is essential that any adult helpers know what the main purpose of the visit is and what 
their role is. 
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• Hold briefing 

• Explain Day / activities / aims 

• Talk about their role and management of groups 

• Behaviour and expectations 

• Answer any questions they have 

• Risk assessments explained and emergency procedure 
 
Do not place the children of volunteers in the same group as their parent. During the 
visit helpers should keep a designated person in sight e.g. class teacher or visit leader.  
 

First Aid 
One teacher should carry the first aid kit with them and helpers should be informed of 
this.  The first aid kits are kept in the cabinet in the Medical Room.  It is also advisable 
to take a bucket, tissues and a change of clothes. 
 
The visit leader should carry with them a list of any essential medical details relating to 
any of the children in their care and any appropriate medicines, inhalers, injections etc., 
that are clearly labelled with the child's name and dosage requirements. Incidents need 
to be recorded and parents informed upon return. 

 

Emergencies 
Emergency - for example the bus breaks down so the visit leader needs to phone 
school so that waiting parents can be informed by the home contact.  This may also  
include the type of injury where the parents need to be contacted to collect a child or to  
meet the child at a hospital.  (It is suggested that the school contact does this rather  
than the visit leader as they can explain the situation calmly and clearly without having  
to worry about the rest of the group.) 
 
Grave emergency - for example a serious injury or injuries or a fatality where other 
assistance (beyond just the school) is required the LA need to be informed. In the 
unfortunate event of a grave emergency occurring, it is essential that the procedures 
are followed. It is essential for the visit leader and the home contact to familiarise 
themselves with these procedures before the visit takes place.  
 
Emergency Cards need to be issued to staff prior to the visit taking place 

 

Risk Assessments 
The school have produced several generic risk assessments for visits including: 

• Shenley Wood, Shenley Church End, Coach journey, Tattenhoe, Howe Park 
Wood, Car Journey, Historic building, Nature area, Woburn Estate, Local 
Walking Visits, Minibus use. 

 
For other visits a preliminary visit will highlight the need to identify specific risks for that 
visit. 
 

Participation 
Behaviour of the highest quality is expected at Long Meadow School. Children who 
persistently break the ‘Golden Rules’ will not be permitted to participate in off-site visits. 
(see Behaviour Policy) 
 
Children Looked After (CLA) are encouraged to participate in residential visits. The 
school is aware that CLA may need additional support during a visit. Staff members 
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planning a visit may wish to consult with the Designated Person for CLA. 
 

Mobile Phones 
Mobile phones are not permitted to be carried by any child on any school visit. 

 

Evaluation 
It would be useful to record an evaluation of the day's visit on EVOLVE 
 
It is hoped that by following this policy we can engage in purposeful, safe and enjoyable 
visits from Long Meadow School. 


